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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Nvidia Corporation focuses on personal computer (PC) graphics,        
graphics processing unit (GPU) and also on artificial intelligence (AI). It           
operates through two segments: GPU and Tegra Processor. Its GPU          
product brands are aimed at specialized markets, including GeForce for          
gamers; Quadro for designers; Tesla and DGX for AI data scientists and            
big data researchers; and GRID for cloud-based visual computing users. Its Tegra brand integrates              
an entire computer onto a single chip, and incorporates GPUs and multi-core central processing              
units (CPUs) to drive supercomputing for mobile gaming and entertainment devices, as well as              
autonomous robots, drones and cars. The Company's processor has created platforms that            
address four markets: Gaming, Professional Visualization, Datacenter, and Automotive. Its          
offerings include NVIDIA DGX AI supercomputer, the NVIDIA DRIVE AI car computing platform and              
the GeForce NOW cloud gaming service. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS 
We expect to see Nvidia earnings to improve to $9.50 a share in 2021, and anticipate a +15% into                   
2022. Sales in the end of 2020 was fueled by continued excitement and major shifts in demand in                  
data centers (up 162%) and gaming (up 37%). NVDA is at the confluence of a couple of macro                  
trends in the chip space, the leader in both the growth of need for data and cloud computing and the widespread surge in                       
gaming. COVID is accelerating these two trends we are expecting to continue into 2021 and 2022. We see the demand                    
for storage and computing at large scale data centers is a decade plus long need as more enterprise infrastructure is                    
offloaded to these sites. More at home gaming and storage is also taking off. Nvidia is currently the chip leader in this shift                       
in the organizational layout and physical infrastructure shift. 
● Mellanox acquisition is helpful to the long term growth story here - but negative to near term margin numbers. We                    

expect the Nvidia margin success to matriculate into Mellanox’s numbers. 
● InSight is forecasting a gross margin of over 65% FY 21 can is pricing that to 66% in FY 22 
● Growth in both the number of data centers and the widespread adoption of the A100 and V100 lines at the major                     

tech names (Alibaba, AWS, Google, Oracle and Microsoft) is sustaining NVDA’s elevated margins. The growth at                
Nvidia is also dependent on the growth of these big 5 names, and the likelihood the Baidu expands its usage into                     
the space. 

● InSight thinks the data center business is resilient and growing, and the gaming growth is going to be a growth                    
driver for the company.  

● We are keeping an eye on NVDA’s partnerships in machine learning and self driving, which could finally become                  
consumer worthy in the coming decade, and not currently factored into the price target. 

● We are happy with NVDA’s acquisition pace and use of free cash flow to capture growth. It is not yet ready to                      
consider the return of capital measures and we agree with that assessment. 

● The dividend seems parked at $.16 and raising it is not a priority. 
● Medical Devices is understated in NVDAs growth. We are seeing a growing reason to be excited about Nvidia                  

chips in the healthcare diagnostic and equipment groups.  
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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
Nvidia Corporation is in the Information Technology index and the Semiconductors and Semiconductor Equipment              
subcategories. The technology group is so distorted by the top end of the market (AAPL and MSFT) that the natural                    
exposure of NVDA in the space seems small at only 3.7%. Overweight ownership of NVDA gets investors a pure play and                     
high exposure to the semiconductors group and represents an exposure as a supplier to the broader sector. While                  
correlation will increase as both the market cap rewards NVDA with a greater piece of the technology pie, it is also a                      
company that matches its success closely with almost every other name in the Technology space. This company has truly                   
become a seller of shovels and hammers into the wider goal rush that is the Technology group.  
 

IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)  

+A Rating (Climate Change Mitigator, Low Profile, Responsive) 
Environmentally - Nvidia is interesting environmentally, because while the sourcing of raw materials has a negative                
impact on the environment, the net exposure is relatively good. Additionally, the products they produce are becoming part                  
of the strategy other companies are deploying as part of their environmental awareness. The energy efficiency of the                  
NVDA chipset is widely recognized as both a leader in the processing capacity and as a way to reduce overall energy                     
input. Because the broader technology sector sees the cost and exposure of electrical usage as the greatest risk in                   
environmental impact, they see the GPU’s provided by NVDA as part of the roadmap to lower that exposure. Nvidia itself                    
has published a commitment to source 65% of its global power usage from renewable sources by 2025. This is both an                     
achievable and modest goal. 

Socially - Nvidia is a low profile social risk, and they have implemented several internal efforts to mitigate that risk. The                     
supply-chain and international labor is the greatest risk for Nvidia, but we cannot find some salience to this risk beyond                    
the rest of the semiconductors group and beyond. Nvidia has built education and training facilities in places it sources                   
labor from throughout India. 

Governance - Nvidia has been very disciplined and transparent with its acquisition and growth methodology, and that has                  
returned value to shareholders constantly. The board of directors is considered more diverse than its peers. There are few                   
flags of note in either their accounting, or reporting practices. 
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